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covers legal news and issues of interest to members. Articles are intended to generate ideas readers
can apply to their own practice. the BarLetter is
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Judge Steve Leben receiving the 2014 William H. Rehnquist Award
for Judicial Excellence from Chief Justice John G. Roberts.
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PRESIDENT’S PAGE >

By Hon. Christina Dunn Gyllenborg., 2014-2015 JCBA President

Think about historian Doris Kearns
Goodwin’s explanation of the amazing
accomplishments of Abraham Lincoln
in her biography Team of Rivals: The
Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln.
Goodwin makes the case that Lincoln’s
leadership successes were a result of
his legal and political practices of listening to and learning from different
points of view. Goodwin also identified that Lincoln’s leadership achievements were rooted in his ability to get
along with individuals with discordant
personalities and opposing ideologies
and beliefs. These are just some of the
directives contained in the Kansas
“Pillars of Professionalism.” Imagine
the quality of justice and leadership
this Bar could deliver — not to menCommitments in 2015
tion getting back to the enjoyment
his is the time of year that we all of the practice of law and enhanced
reflect on our positive intentions camaraderie — if we all could comfor the upcoming New Year. To mit ourselves to a renewed focus on
that end, I challenge you all to focus these ideals.
on the following three commitments
in 2015 that should leave us all feeling COMMITMENT to Community
more passionate about life and our le- Responsibility Through Public Service
gal work.
In the words of Winston Churchill,

T

COMMITMENT to Professionalism,
Civility and Camaraderie
The Kansas Bar Association charged
its Commission on Professionalism,
which included our fellow JCBA member J. Nick Badgerow, with the task of
creating the inspirational set of guidelines, entitled “Pillars of Professionalism.” In 2012, the Kansas Supreme
Court issued an order adopting the
Pillars. These Pillars make clear that
“Professionalism focuses on actions and
attitudes. A professional lawyer behaves
with civility, respect, fairness, learning
and integrity toward clients, as an officer
of the legal system, and as a public citizen
with special responsibilities for the quality of justice.” The Pillars set forth professionalism directives with respect to
clients, to courts, to opposing parties
and counsel, to the legal process, and
to the profession and the public. Envision what an amazing climate that we
could create among our legal community if we all remained cognizant and
true to the Pillars’ directives.
4 the BarLetter
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“We make a living by what we get, but
we make a life by what we give.” Just
as powerful are these words of John F.
Kennedy: “My fellow Americans, ask
not what your country can do for you,
ask what you can do for your country.”
These are words designed to invoke
our sense of obligation to give back to
our community and the less fortunate
among us in light of all the incredible
blessings that we have received. It is
undeniable and, yet, may we never forget . . . WE ARE BLESSED.
Stewardship of the law and our
commitment to the pursuit of justice
has its responsibilities. Without question, our membership impacts Johnson County both in the courtroom
and in our community. In addition to
your legal practice, many of you compassionately volunteer in churches,
schools, and charities. For those members who have made public service
an essential part of your life’s work,
and for those members who are just
now hearing the call to public service,

let us be infused with a renewed and
continuing commitment and pledge
to give of our time and talents to the
public good.
Public service opportunities are
all around us. Our charitable arm, the
Johnson County Bar Foundation, provides each of us with an opportunity
to assist financially many children and
family-related charities and organizations in Johnson County. In addition
to making a financial pledge, you may
want to commit your time and energy. To that end, your JCBA Board has
made arrangements with Friends of
JCDS for a spring-cleaning project at
all of their eleven homes in Johnson
County. Friends of JCDS is a charitable organization that helps individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities realize their dreams of
independent living in their Johnson
County community. We hope many
of you will choose to lend a hand to
the Association’s commitment to help
this charitable organization in 2015.
Details to come.
COMMITMENT to Courage,
Fearlessness and Resilience
When Pursuing Justice
Due to the stresses inherent in our
profession, it is easy to lose sight of the
fact that the practice of law is a privilege that presents to us all, regardless
of the capacity in which we serve, a
unique opportunity to make a difference in peoples’ lives. What is even
more amazing is the immense number
of cases argued, causes fought, and
clients represented by the members of
this Bar Association. Again, your impact is unfathomable.
I am confident that it is impossible to measure the courage and confidence that our fellow members have
had to muster in their pursuit of justice for their many clients through the
years. Even more admirable is the resilience lawyers demonstrate on those
occasions when they lose the case
they fought so hard to win for their
client. Many, if not all, of the lawyers
PRESIDENT (Continued on page 5)
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in this Bar have found themselves at
a difficult moment like this in their
legal practice.

In the call to remain committed to
pursuing justice fearlessly for those
clients, we reflect on the words of
Theodore Roosevelt in his speech
“Citizenship In A Republic:”
It is not the critic who
counts; not the man who
points out how the strong
man stumbles, or where
the doer of deeds could
have done them better.
The credit belongs to the
man who is actually in
the arena, whose face is
marred by dust and sweat
and blood; who strives
valiantly; who errs, who
comes short again and
again, because there is no
effort without error and
shortcoming; but who
does actually strive to
do the deeds; who knows
great enthusiasms, the
great devotions; who
spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the
best knows in the end the
triumph of high achievement, and who at the
worst, if he fails, at least

fails while daring greatly, so that his
place shall never be with those cold
and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.
Remain committed to the
oath each of us took to become eligible to practice law in the great state
of Kansas:
I do solemnly swear or affirm that I
will support and bear true allegiance to
the Constitution of the United States
and the Constitution of the State of
Kansas; that I will neither delay nor
deny the rights of any person through
malice, for lucre, or from any unworthy
desire; that I will not knowingly foster
or promote, or give my assent to any
fraudulent, groundless or unjust suit;
that I will neither do, nor consent to
the doing of any falsehood in court;
and that I will discharge my duties as
an attorney and counselor of the Supreme Court and all other courts of
the State of Kansas with fidelity both
to the Court and to my cause, and to
the best of my knowledge and ability.
So help me God.
Moreover, remain courageously in
the arena.
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WILLIAM H. REHNQUIST AWARD FOR JUDICIAL EXCELLENCE

T

he National Center for State
Courts is proud to announce
that Judge Steve Leben of the
Kansas Court of Appeals has been selected to receive the 2014 William H.
Rehnquist Award for Judicial Excellence. Leben is the first Kansas judge
to receive the award since it was established in 1996. The award is named
after William H. Rehnquist, Chief Justice of the United States from 1986 to
2005. The award was presented to Leben by Chief Justice John G. Roberts
Jr. on November 20, 2014 at the U.S.
Supreme Court in Washington, DC.
“It’s an honor to have been selected,” Leben said. “I appreciate the
recognition for the work that I have
been doing, along with several others, to help promote procedural fairness in America’s courts. It’s important that judges make sure that the
people coming through our courts are
listened to and leave their court experience feeling that they have been
treated fairly.”
The award is given annually by the
National Center for State Courts to
honor a state court judge “who demonstrates the outstanding qualities of
judicial excellence, including integrity,
fairness, open-mindedness, knowledge of the law, professional ethics,
creativity, sound judgment, intellec-
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tual courage, and decisiveness.”
In announcing his selection, the
National Center for State Courts noted Leben’s groundbreaking work in
procedural fairness, including his role
as co-author of an American Judges
Association white paper, “Procedural
Fairness: A Key Ingredient in Public
Satisfaction,” and co-founder of www.
proceduralfairness.org, a website devoted to procedural fairness in courts.
Leben said the inspirations that
drive his work are two-fold. One is his
day job as a Court of Appeals judge,
where he decides cases based on specific facts and must explain his decisions in writing so anyone, not just
lawyers, can understand them. The
second is the broader objective of improving the overall administration
of justice.
“As a judge, I have a platform to do
work that improves justice and the legal profession,” Leben said. “That motivates me to do what I do.”
Leben noted one challenge courts
face is maintaining public trust. He
said he believes the best way to meet
that challenge is to recognize that
when people come to court, they want
to be listened to, to be understood,
and to be respected.
“If judges do that, and explain their
decisions in a way that anyone can

understand, people leave the courtroom satisfied, even when they lose,”
he said.
Leben was nominated for the
award by Lawton Nuss, chief justice of
the Kansas Supreme Court.
“Judge Leben consistently demonstrates the outstanding qualities of
judicial excellence that the Rehnquist
award recognizes and he has done
that exceptionally well,” Nuss said. “I
am honored to work with him and delighted to see him get the recognition
he deserves.”
In his nomination, Nuss noted
that beyond his national activities
related to procedural fairness, Leben
played an important role as chair of
the Kansas Specialty Courts Commission, which looked at the status
of specialty courts in Kansas in 2013
to determine whether statewide procedures and guidelines are needed.
After receiving the commission’s initial assessment, the Supreme Court
asked Leben to chair a follow-up Specialty Courts Standards Committee,
which will develop those procedures
and guidelines.
Nuss also noted the “Ethics for
Good” program Leben cofounded to
provide continuing legal education to
lawyers on professional responsibility.
The program is produced in Kansas
City as a variety show that includes
skits and topical commentary, and its
popularity grows each year. Since its
inception 15 years ago, it has raised
more than $500,000 to donate to lawrelated charities.
In a letter of reference, Jordan
Yochim, executive director of the Kansas Bar Association, mentioned the
profound impact Leben has had on
the Kansas legal community. He highlighted Leben’s work as co-chair of the
committee that conducts a comprehensive survey of changes in Kansas
law. The results are published in the
Annual Survey of Kansas Law, which
includes case law and statute and
REHNQUIST AWARD (Continued on page 7)
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REHNQUIST AWARD (Continued from page 6)
regulation updates for 30 different areas of law. It is the basis for continuing
legal education offered to attorneys
throughout the state.
“The credit for the continued success and impact of the annual survey rightly belongs to Judge Leben,”
Yochim wrote.
Leben said he became a lawyer and
then a judge because he wanted to be
in public service. He was appointed
to the Court of Appeals in 2007, after serving nearly 14 years as district
judge in Johnson County. At the time
of his appointment, he was serving
as president of the American Judges
Association.
Throughout his career, Leben has
been dedicated to both expanding and
generating scholarship on the development of law, procedure, and legal
ethics. In addition to 16 published legal articles, Leben has served as editor
of Court Review, a national journal for
judges, since 1998. The National Center for State Courts previously recognized him for his national contributions to the administration of justice

by giving him its Distinguished Service Award in 2003. The Kansas Bar
Association gave him its outstanding
Service Award in 2000 and named
him the Outstanding Young Lawyer in
Kansas in 1993.
Leben has presented lectures to
lawyers in Kansas and at national and
international conferences. He serves
as an adjunct professor and regularly
teaches a course on statutory interpretation to law students at the University of Kansas law school. He is
a past president of the Kansas City
Chapter of the University of Kansas

Alumni Association and past president of the Board of Governors of the
KU law school.
Leben served for seven years on
the Board of Governors of the Kansas
Bar Association and for 13 years on
the Board of Editors of the Journal of
the Kansas Bar Association, including
three years as vice chair.
Leben lives in Fairway with his
wife, Dr. Ann Warner. He has three
adult stepchildren.
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BANKRUPTCY LAW >

By Jeffrey A. Deines & Shane J. McCall, Lentz Clark Deines PA

Dealing with Asset Transfers from a Spouse In and Out of Bankruptcy

T

his issue’s article will discuss
matters involving retirement
plans and other common assets
where the debtor in bankruptcy was a
beneficiary of spouse who died prior
to filing bankruptcy or after the filing
of a bankruptcy. It will hit on the related topics of the nuances of transfers on death and exemptions in situations where surviving spouse gets a
retirement accounts. These issues can
apply either in or out of bankruptcy,
but this article will also touch on how
a bankruptcy filing might affect the
issues with retirement plans and the
death of one spouse or other party
who has left assets to a beneficiary.
The Bankruptcy Code provides
that certain property becomes part
of the bankruptcy estate if the debtor becomes entitled to that property
within 180 days after the filing of a
bankruptcy. These types of property
are ones acquired by:
(A) by bequest, devise, or
inheritance;
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(B) as a result of a property settlement agreement with the
debtor’s spouse, or of an
interlocutory or final divorce
decree; or
(C) as a beneficiary of a life insurance policy or of a death benefit
plan.
Under this statute, property coming to a debtor by “bequest” and
“devise” is limited to the transfer of
property by will, and the term “inheritance” describes only property acquired through intestate succession.
Therefore, property that a debtor has
acquired by virtue of being a beneficiary of payment-on-death (“POD”)
accounts, transfer-on-death (“TOD”)
deeds, and individual retirement plans
are not “testamentary” transfers that
would come under § 541(a)(5) of the
Bankruptcy Code. In re Hall, 441 B.R.
680, 691 (B.A.P. 10th Cir. 2009). Indeed, a transfer to a beneficiary under
a transfer on death account, pursuant

to statute, “shall not be considered
testamentary.” K.S.A. 9-1215.
If the debtor becomes entitled to
one of these types of property during the pendency of a chapter 13 case,
however, there is a split of authority.
The majority of courts have decided
that property received through testamentary transfers or as the beneficiary of a life insurance plan would come
into the chapter 13 estate as long as
the debtor becomes entitled to that
property at some point during the
chapter 13 case, because § 1306 of the
Bankruptcy Code states that property
of the estate in a chapter 13 case includes “all property of the kind specified in such section that the debtor
acquires after the commencement of
the case but before the case is closed,
dismissed, or converted.” Under the
majority view, the temporal restriction of § 541(a)(5) does not apply in
the chapter 13 context because § 1306
brings into the chapter 13 estate propBANKRUPTCY LAW (Continued on page 9)
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BANKRUPTCY LAW (Continued from page 8)
erty of “the kind” listed in § 541, but
without the timing restrictions. In
re Scott, 385 B.R. 709, 711 (Bankr.
D. Neb. 2008). A minority of courts
would impose a temporal limitation
on assets described under § 541(a)(5)
received by a chapter 13 debtor.
Under Kansas law, a beneficiary
under a life insurance policy has only
an inchoate interest, rather than a
vested interest, in the life insurance
policy because the owner of the policy
could change the beneficiary at any
time during the lifetime of the insured. Nicholas v. Nicholas, 277 Kan.
171, 182, 83 P.3d 214, 223 (2004).
Similarly, in the case of a transfer on
death account, the owner can change
the designation of a beneficiary at any
time and the beneficiary interest is
not vested until the death of the owner. K.S.A. 9-1215. Similarly, the beneficiary of an IRA has no legal or equitable rights that would come into the
bankruptcy estate under § 541(a)(1)
of the Bankruptcy Code. Rather, the
beneficiary of a TOD deed, a POD account, or a retirement plan has a mere
expectancy that does not become part
of a bankruptcy estate. In re Hall, 441
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B.R. 680, 691 (B.A.P. 10th Cir. 2009). accounts when counseling a client
What then happens if there is a dis- with a spouse with significant assets.
claimer of an inheritance by as surviv- When that client may be considering
ing spouse or other debtor-beneficiary bankruptcy, the temporal aspects of
and what, if anything, a trustee can do the bankruptcy estate found in both
if a surviving spouse disclaims assets § 541 and § 1306 must be examined
from a deceased’s estate. If there is a closely.
prepetition disclaimer by a debtor of
an inheritance, such transfer is generally held as being effective and not
generally construed as a transfer for
fraudulent transfer purposes. Postpetition disclaimers of an inheritance
are not allowed if the effect would be
to remove property from a bankruptcy
estate that would have come into the
estate under § 541(a)(5).
The Supreme Court recently ruled
that funds held in individual retirement account (IRA) that a debtor
inherited from her mother was not
exempt. An inherited IRA is not exJeffrey A Deines
Shane J. McCall
empt because “the holder of an inherJeffrey A. Deines is a partner at Lentz
ited IRA may never invest additional
Clark Deines PA and focuses on repremoney in the account;” “holders of insenting debtors and other parties in
herited IRAs are required to withdraw
bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization,
money from such accounts, CHTD\advertising\ADS\
no matter
receivership and workout matters. He is
how many years they may be from reJohnson
Co
Bar\Bar
Letter
Board2.DOC
Certified in business bankruptcy
tirement;” and “the holder of an inlaw by the American Board of Certificaherited IRA may withdraw the entire
tion, and is a member of the American
balance of the account at any time—
Bankruptcy Institute. Jeff has been listed
and for any purpose—without penalas Rising Star for 2010 by Super Lawyers
ty. Whereas a withdrawal from a tradiand has been listed in the Kansas City
tional or Roth IRA prior to the age of
Business Journal as Best of the Bar in
59½ triggers a 10 percent tax penalty
bankruptcy for 2010. In addition to represubject to narrow exceptions.” Clark v.
senting clients, Mr. Deines has authored
Rameker, 134 S. Ct. 2242, 2247, 189
numerous articles and publications on
L. Ed. 2d 157 (2014). The decision
bankruptcy topics, and has served as
does leave an exception for a spouse
a member of the Kansas Bankruptcy
who inherits an IRA: the spouse “may
Bench-Bar Committee. He received his
‘roll over’ the IRA funds into his or her
undergraduate degree in Business Adown IRA, or he or she may keep the
ministration from the University of KanIRA as an inherited IRA.” Id. at 2245.
sas, and his law degree from Loyola Law
It appears from the Rameker decision
School of Los Angeles.
that any person who inherits an IRA
from a spouse might be wise to roll
Shane J. McCall is an associate at Lentz
over the IRA funds into an IRA, rather
Clark Deines PA and has worked there
than taking the IRA proceeds as an insince the summer of 2009. He has dealt
herited IRA, because the rollover opwith debtor and creditor issues throughtion appears to preserve the exempt
out his career. Mr. McCall received his
status of the IRA proceeds under
undergraduate and law degrees from
federal law.
the University of Kansas. While in law
Dealing with retirement accounts,
school, he served on the Kansas Law
testamentary benefits, and nontestaReview as the symposium editor, was a
mentary benefits that could flow
member of the Moot Court Council, and
from a spouse implicates numerous
was elected to the Order of the Coif. Mr.
provisions in both state and federal
McCall also served as an intern for the
law. When a potential bankruptcy is
Honorable Dale L. Somers of the United
thrown into the mix, these issues can
States Bankruptcy Court for the District
become even more complicated. Pracof Kansas and was recognized with the
titioners would be wise to consider the
2010 Medal of Excellence from the Amerintersecting issues of testamentary
ican Bankruptcy Institute in recognition
transfer, nontestamentary transfer,
of his class work and research in the field
and federal law concerning retirement
of bankruptcy.
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IMMIGRATION LAW >

By Zachary P. Roberson, Roberson Law, LLC

O

ne of the privileges afforded to
U.S. citizens and Lawful Permanent Residents is the ability
to “petition” for immigration status
on behalf of non-citizen (“alien”) family members (“beneficiaries”). Despite
common misconception, immigration
status is not automatically - or easily
- conferred upon an alien who marries a United States citizen or Lawful
Permanent Resident (LPR). Rather,
the petitioning citizen or LPR must
file certain paperwork, pay certain
fees, and affirmatively show that his
or her spouse qualifies for such status. Whether the process is straightforward or circuitous depends upon
several factors, including the age,
marriage validity, immigration status,
and criminal history of the petitioner
and beneficiary.
Lawful Permanent Resident Status
If a petition is granted, the beneficiary will receive Lawful Permanent
Resident status, which includes the
privilege to work and reside in the
United States as an immigrant. INA
§101(a)(20). LPRs receive a Permanent Resident Card (I-551 card), of-

ten colloquially referred to as a “Green
Card.” Conceptually, LPR status may
be viewed as an intermediate step in
the immigration process, because it is
obtained after the petitioning process
is completed but prior to application
for citizenship. Despite its title, LPR
status is not permanent; it may be lost
or abandoned if an LPR commits certain crimes, does not maintain a permanent Unites States residence, or is
absent from the country for a significant period of time. INA §237(a); Matter of Huang, 19 I&N Dec. 749 (BIA
1988); 8 C.F.R. §211.1(a). However,
LPRs do enjoy significant constitutional rights, including equal protection, due process, and First Amendment rights. Zadvydas v. Davis, 533
U.S. 678 (2001); Bridges v. Wixon, 326
U.S. 135, 161 (1945).
I-130 Spousal Petition
A U.S. citizen or LPR who wishes to
petition for his or her spouse must file
form I-130, Petition for Alien Relative,
with the United States Citizenship and
Immigration Services (USCIS). The filing fee is $420. 8 C.F.R. §103.7(b). A
petitioner bears the burden of showing that (1) he or she is eligible to file a
petition and (2) the beneficiary is “admissible” — eligible for immigration
benefits. Matter of Brantigan, 11 I&N
Dec. 45 (BIA 1966).
I-130 Petitions should include
evidence proving (1) the petitioning
spouse’s U.S. citizenship or LPR status, (2) the validity of the marriage
between the petitioner and the ben-

Mediation services for civil litigation.
E. Dudley Smith
Overland Park
(913) 339-6757

Included in The Best Lawyers in America 2014/Mediation
The Best Lawyers in America© 2014. Copyright 2013 by Woodward/White, Inc., Aiken, SC.

eficiary, (3) the identity of both parties, and (4) the petitioner’s ability to
financially support the beneficiary. A
typical list of evidence includes: a copy
of the marriage certificate and signed
marriage license; two passport-style
photos of the petitioner and the beneficiary; copies of passports; a copy of
the petitioner’s Certificate of Naturalization, if applicable; copies of birth
certificates for both parties; and copies of Driver’s Licenses, if applicable.
If either the petitioner or beneficiary
have been previously married, copies
of court documents showing the lawful termination of that marriage must
also be submitted. Matter of Hann, 18
I&N Dec. 196 (BIA 1982).
Of special interest is the requirement that the marriage be “valid.” A
valid marriage requires that all prior
divorces be valid under the laws of the
jurisdiction granting the divorce, that
the marriage not violate U.S. public
policy, and that the marriage not be
fraudulent. Id., Matter of H., 9 I&N
Dec. 640 (BIA 1962). The petitioner
and beneficiary cannot have entered
into the marriage merely for immigration reasons; if they have, the marriage
is very likely to be deemed fraudulent.
If USCIS determines that a marriage
is fraudulent, it will deny the petition
and the beneficiary may be removed
from the United States. INA §212(a)
(6)(c); INA §237(a)(1)-(2). The central
issue is whether the couple intended to
“make a life together” at the time they
were married. Osakwe v. Mukasey,
534 F.3d 977 (8th Cir. 2008). This issue can be addressed by including
with the petition documentary proof
that the petitioner and beneficiary
live together, share expenses, and/
or travel together; this proof might
include joint bank account documents,
housing documents containing both
names, car insurance documents,
plane tickets, and pictures. Evidence
of the couple’s courtship - including
cards, letters, emails, and pictures should also be included.
If a petition is submitted without
sufficient evidence but is not clearly
ineligible, USCIS will issue a Request
for Evidence or Notice of Intent to
IMMIGRATION LAW (Continued on page 11)
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IMMIGRATION LAW (Continued from page 10)
Deny, giving the petitioner the opportunity to submit additional evidence.
8 C.F.R. §103.2(b)(8). However, even if
the petitioner perfectly completes the
I-130 and includes all necessary evidence, the beneficiary (and, possibly,
the petitioner) will still be required to
attend an interview, where he or she
will be asked questions to prove his or
her eligibility. The location of that interview depends on whether the beneficiary “adjusts status” or is processed
through the National Visa Center and
appropriate U.S. consular post.
Adjustment of Status and Consular
Processing
When a U.S. citizen or LPR files a
spousal petition, the petition is processed in one of two ways: “adjustment of status” through USCIS, or
processing through the National Visa
Center (NVC) and U.S. Consulate.
INA §245; INA §221-22. “Adjustment
of status” is generally preferable to
consular processing because the beneficiary is permitted to remain in the
United States while the petition is adjudicated by USCIS. However, eligibility for adjustment of status requires
that (1) the beneficiary was “inspected and admitted or paroled into the
United States,” (2) the beneficiary is
eligible to receive an immigrant visa
and admissible to the United States,
and (3) an immigrant visa is immediatelyJohnson
available
beneficiary
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time a petition is filed. INA §245(a).
The first requirement means that any
potential beneficiary who entered the
United States without being inspected
by U.S. Customs and Border Protection is not eligible for adjustment of
status. As a practical matter, this disqualifies aliens residing in the United
States without immigration status “undocumented” or “illegally.”
The requirement that an immigrant
visa be “immediately available” also
disqualifies many potential beneficiaries from adjusting status, because
generally only “immediate relatives”
of U.S. citizens are eligible to obtain an
immigrant visa immediately, without
a statutory waiting period. “Immediate relatives” are children, spouses,
and parents of United States citizens.
INA §201(b)(2)(A). Spouses of LPRs
are not “immediate relatives,” and
therefore must wait a certain amount
of time (often between nine months
and a year) for an immigrant visa and
are not eligible to adjust status.
For the reasons listed above, most
petitions are adjudicated through the
National Visa Center and U.S. consulate. Petitioners first file form I-130
with USCIS, which reviews the petition and collects the application fee.
Then, the petition is forwarded to the
NVC, which reviews the documents
and forwards an Immigrant Visa Fee
Bill and Affidavit of Support Fee Bill
to the beneficiary. After these fees
are paid, the NVC forwards a packet
of forms and instructions to the beneficiary, including the DS-260 and the

I-864 Affidavit of Support paperwork.
The beneficiary must complete these
forms and submit them to the NVC
along with original or certified copies
of important documents, including
birth certificates, police clearance letters, marriage certificates, and divorce
documents. After reviewing these
documents, the NVC will forward the
case to the appropriate U.S. consulate;
usually, this is the consulate in the
foreign country where the beneficiary
last resided. 9 FAM 42.61 N.2.2-1. An
interview is then scheduled, and the
beneficiary will need to depart the
United States and travel to the consulate. Even if all goes well and the
consulate issues an immigrant visa,
the beneficiary must immigrate to the
United States within six months or
risk losing the visa.
The consular processing procedure
- and, to a somewhat lesser extent,
adjustment of status - is complicated
and by no means automatic or assured. It would require well over five
thousand words to fully explain the
process and the associated reasons for
inadmissibility, waivers, wait times,
and immigration classifications. The
best way for a petitioner to help his
or her spouse immigrate to the United
States is to keep expectations realistic, exercise patience and care, and
seek professional assistance when
necessary.
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TAX LAW UPDATE >

By Christopher A. Gordon & Melissa C. Carpani, Carpani & Gordon, P.A.

The Complimentary Processes of Bankruptcy and Offers in Compromise

11

USC § 524 bars creditors,
including the IRS, from
seeking to collect dischargeable debt. For this reason,
bankruptcy is often a great option for
resolving outstanding tax debt. With
that said, there are often fact patterns
involving taxes that bankruptcy cannot fully and completely resolve. For
instance, even where underlying tax
debt can be resolved in a bankruptcy,
tax liens filed on property of a debtor
before discharge may remain enforceable against said property even when
the tax debt is discharged. Further,
11 USC § 523 outlines the other most
common non-dischargeable tax debt,
including:
A. Taxes entitled to priority under 11
USC § 507(a)(3) (gap period taxes)
and 11 USC § 507(a)(8) (pre-petition taxes) which, set forth in pertinent part, is as follows:
a. (8) Eighth, allowed unsecured
claims of governmental units,
only to the extent that such
claims are for - (A) a tax on or
measured by income or gross
receipts for a taxable year
ending on or before the date of
the filing of the petition - (i) for
which a return, if required, is
last due, including extensions,
after three years before the
date of the filing of the petition; (ii) assessed within 240
days before the date of the filing of the petition….” (Emphasis added)
B. Taxes with respect to a return
which was not filed or was late
filed within two years before the
petition date (11 USC § 523(a)(1)
(B)(i)); and
C. Taxes for which a debtor filed a
fraudulent return or that the debtor willfully attempted in any manner to evade or defeat (11 USC §
523(a)(1)(C)); and
D. Trust Fund Penalty Assessments (Employment Taxes, Sales
Taxes, etc.)
Where the Bankruptcy Code provides a means for balancing the interests of a debtor and creditors (IRS
and otherwise) as to dischargeable
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claims, the Offer in Compromise (OIC)
process serves a common and often
complimentary function for those taxpayers who find themselves without a
straightforward bankruptcy remedy associated with their tax dilemmas. Additionally, other equitable relief options
available through the IRS include, but
are not limited to, programs for innocent spouse relief, penalty abatement,
private letter rulings, installment
agreements, partial pay installment
agreements, as well as other equitable
relief and uncollectable status in certain circumstances. Of those options,
the most common area of potential tax
relief starts with an analysis of the OIC
rules. To that end, we wanted to provide a current outline of those rules as
well as tips and traps that unwitting
taxpayers or bankruptcy candidates
face when both the bankruptcy creditor
protections and corollary OIC protections can be sought in the same case.
First, it should be noted that an OIC
will not be considered while a taxpayer
is in bankruptcy. If a taxpayer seeks
bankruptcy protection during a pending OIC request, the request (for which
the IRS enjoys 24 months from the date
of submission under the regulations
for resolution) will be returned as “not
processable” and the OIC will be terminated. In the event the relevant taxes
are non-dischargeable, the IRS will be
eligible to resume collection efforts after the bankruptcy stay concludes and
the OIC process will have to start anew,
if the taxpayer even remains an OIC
candidate post bankruptcy. Therefore,
it is imperative for tax and bankruptcy
counsel to confer on the timing of the
OIC versus bankruptcy relief in every
case where non-dischargeable tax debt
is part of the overall debt relief picture.
If a prospective client comes to
bankruptcy counsel with an existing
OIC in process, a host of issues may
dictate that the client conclude the OIC
process in advance of the bankruptcy.
Those issues include:
A. The loss of current OIC evaluation
status, as well as potential loss of
value of assets liquidated and payments made to the Service during
the pendency of the OIC.
B. The legal/accounting costs and time
incurred in resurrecting the OIC.

C. The loss of down payments made
with an OIC to the bankruptcy
trustee if made within 90 days of
the bankruptcy petition as with all
other preference payments.
D. If certain debts are discharged or
the general economics of the taxpayer improve via assets or income,
the taxpayer may no longer qualify
for an OIC post bankruptcy.
E. During the OIC process, if an OIC
was abandoned in favor of a bankruptcy, the IRS might assert the
OIC was being used as a device to
delay or avoid collection of tax. This
could cause the Service to withdraw
the equitable relief option under
the theory that the taxpayer has
only so many bites at the apple before the IRS will disallow such relief.
This can be a significant concern, as
OICs are granted at the IRS’s discretion and not as a matter of right.
F. If an OIC is being processed with a
favorable Offer Specialist (a key to
resolution of an OIC case) and the
case is returned as not processable,
a different Offer Specialist may well
look at the same facts and reach a
completely different conclusion as
to the taxpayer’s offer resolution.
Certainly the opposite case can be
made if the assigned Offer Specialist is not empathetic in a case.
In such a case, the bankruptcy can
then be used as a strategy to seek a
de facto reassignment to a different
(and hopefully more reasonable)
treasury officer post-bankruptcy.
G. The current OIC “Fresh Start”
program may well lapse at some
point in the future. To the extent that the current regulations
create some very favorable tax
resolution options for both dischargable and non-dischargeable
tax debt, it may be prudent to act
on the OIC opportunity during
this very taxpayer favorable OIC
regulations period.
Unlike in bankruptcy, any manner
of civil tax debt which has been filed can
be resolved using the OIC process, including sales tax, employment tax trust
fund liabilities, and income taxes that
would not be dischargeable under the
TAX LAW (Continued on page 13)
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three year look back and related rules
cited above. As such, it is imperative
that for all tax at issue, all tax forms of
whatever nature and for whatever period have been fully filed and penalties
finally assessed to the taxpayer before
relief is sought through the filing of an
OIC. This will assure that all of the potential tax debt is included in the OIC
for resolution. Keep in mind, however,
that this is a program which is offered
in equity and generally requires clean
hands. Habitually delinquent tax filers
or payers have been afforded relief, but
in our experience, the longer the history of tax non-compliance, the more
likely an OIC is subject to rejection as
being “not in the best interests of the
government.” This remains true even
if all of the qualification criteria of the
OIC are otherwise met. Upon receiving
such a finding by the IRS, we generally
use alternative IRS procedures to resolve such cases. In those cases, where
bankruptcy is an option for all or a majority of the tax debt, bankruptcy may
well be the preferable plan of action.
To be sure, with all of the moving parts which are in play in an OIC
analysis, pre-planning is the key to determining whether an OIC is the best
solution at a given time for each specific taxpayer. We first consult carefully
with our bankruptcy colleagues as to
both the non-tax debt aspects of a case
as well as the timing and viability of the
OIC program to enhance the bankruptcy plan. We then analyze the asset and
income picture to provide our bankruptcy colleagues with a full recitation
of what the OIC program would offer
in an effort to evaluate whether bankruptcy or and OIC would offer a better
overall result. If both bankruptcy and
the OIC program are beneficial and

necessary in a given case, then counsel
will need to evaluate the timing of the
respective filings.
Essentially, the OIC process comes
down to a review of the IRS’s collection
potential as to the collectable assets
and future income of a given taxpayer.
The rules of qualifying are a complex
mixture of asset value development and
income versus expense analysis. These
rules often create results as to those who
qualify and those who do not which are
completely unintuitive. Under the Service’s current “Fresh Start” theory and
using the current IRS qualifying OIC
metrics, it is quite possible for a high
income taxpayer to secure substantial
relief from tax debt when his tax liabilities are quite high, whereas the same
high income taxpayer with a more reasonable tax debt can secure no relief at
all. This is due to the fact that the OIC
analysis is born of specific and rigid
formulae used to analyze only whether
a given taxpayer has the ability to full
pay his or her debt. The OIC analysis
generally does not look at the underlying fairness of situations between taxpayers (even where collectability might
be different by just a few thousand dollars) nor does the process invite negotiating with the taxing authority as so
many ads on radio and television would
suggest. For certain, an understanding of asset valuation and how to best
time the offers, among other tactical
planning thoughts, can better posture
a client to ultimately secure relief as
with any complex program. However
with very few exceptions, the analysis
is ultimately a purely mathematical application. To that end, we believe a very
simple example can best illustrate the
basic calculations at issue and the often
surprising results which can be rendered depending on the variables present in a given fact pattern.
Joe Debt lives in Overland Park,

Kansas. He is 58 years old, married
and has two children by a prior marriage that both live out of the home.
Jane Debt, Joe’s current spouse since
2005, wisely filed separately from Joe
from 2005 to present and has no income tax liabilities. Joe Debt has rolling
tax liabilities including income taxes of
$400,000.00 and payroll trust fund liability assessments of $250,000.00 for
a total of $650,000.00 in tax liabilities.
Joe was assessed with his trust fund
earlier in the month and filed all returns
the day before the OIC submission, so
the statute on collection of the taxes is
10 years. The Debt household has the
following Income and Asset Picture:
Income:
•• Salary of $17,000.00 per month
•• Disability Benefits of $500.00
per month (non-taxable)
•• Jane Debt, Spouse: $4,000.00
per month
Assets (all jointly owned net of
qualified plans):
•• Home with County Appraisal Value
of $210,000.00 & mortgage of
$180,000.00 ($1,900.00/mo.)
•• Suburban vehicle with FMV of
$18,000.00 and loan of $10,000.00
•• Lexus vehicle with FMV of
$30,000.00 with no loan.
•• Joe Debt’s 401k: $58,000.00
•• Jane Debt’s IRA: $125,000.00
•• Joe’s Child Support of $1,800.00
per month
•• Ongoing Federal and State Income Tax on the above income of
$7,022.06 per month
Joe’s Assets are first analyzed to
determine the net liquid value of those
assets. Looking at his real estate, the
IRS permits a quick sale valuation discount of 20 percent. As such, the value
of the home for purposes of the OIC
would be calculated as follows in Figure
A on page 14.
Looking at the vehicles, the IRS calculations of equity value would follow
the same logic as with real estate, as
shown in Figure B on page 14.
As Joe’s non-liable spouse owns
50% of the equity in the vehicles, the
$28,400.00 would be reduced in half
for purposes of the offer, with the
vehicle asset valuation being set at
$14,200.00.
Retirement plans accommodate a
larger discount valuation in light of the
fact that their liquidations create taxes,
as well as often triggering a 10 percent
TAX LAW (Continued on page 14)
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early withdrawal penalty. As such, the
permitted quick sale discount is 30
percent. Because Jane is not liable for
the subject taxes, her retirement plan
is exempted from the collectability
equation. Note, unlike with general
creditors, the IRS can and does liquidate
qualified plans, IRAs, 401(k) plans, etc.
In the instant fact pattern, the value of
the qualified plans would be valued as
follows in Figure C below.
In looking at the total value of assets, the following represents the net
realizable equity in Joe’s assets which
the IRS will deem collectable under the
instant fact pattern in Figure D below.
Next, the IRS looks at the value of
the future income Joe will have available to service the tax debt, and applies the value arrived at against two
principal measuring sticks. The first
measuring stick looks at how many
months remain on the collection statute, in order to determine whether or
not the entirety of the debt could be
full paid during that time. If the total

net income (after permitted expenses)
plus the asset value arrived at above
meets or exceeds the $650,000.00 in
total liabilities, no OIC will not be considered, much less granted. If, however,
the total collectable from the taxpayer
is $1.00 less than $650,000.00, then,
under the highly advantageous Fresh
Start regulations, the IRS should only
assesses the future income over either
12 months (if taxpayer pays within
5 months of the date of the OIC’s
acceptance) or 24 months (if taxpayer
pays within 24 months). In calculating
income, Figure E below and Figure F on
the following page, represent the analysis of income and permitted expenses.
The IRS will necessarily arrive at a
percentage of income amount earned
by Joe versus that of Jane to enable the
IRS to ratably apply the corollary living
expenses as among the two of them.
Whereas Joe earns 81.40 percent of
the household income in this example,
he will generally be permitted to take
that same percentage of allowable expenses against his income. Thereafter
in calculating living expenses:
•• We apply the permitted IRS stan-

dard expenses for a family of two
to arrive at his permitted Food/
Clothing Allowance and thereafter reduce that amount to his proportionate 81.40 percent of said
permitted expense.
•• The IRS allows a standard local expense or an actual housing and
utilities expense, if the higher actual
amount can be justified. In this case,
since the house is upside down from
an equity standpoint, we would argue to sell it will just exacerbate their
overall debt picture necessitating his
actual expense of $1,900.00 (exceeding the standard of $1,522.00) and
thereafter reduce that expense by his
proportionate 81.40 percent of said
permitted expense.
•• The same protocol is followed for
vehicle ownership costs. For vehicle loans, the lower of the standard
amount or actual paid loan amount
is allowed.
•• For court ordered payments and
taxes, Joe’s actual expense is used
as he is solely responsible for
those expenses and his non-liable
spouse would not contribute to

Figure A

Figure B

Figure C

Figure D

Figure E
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their payment.
The gross difference between Joe’s
Total Income and proportionate share
of Living Expenses is $4,917.48 per
month. As referenced above, we now
must ascertain whether that amount
applied over 10 years and coupled with
the net liquid value of his assets equals
or exceeds the $650,000.00 amount he
owes as shown in Figure G below.
Since the $644,897.44 is less than
the $650,000.00 of total tax debt, the
taxpayer qualifies to request an OIC.
The following two calculations in Figures H and I below are computed to
see what the payment plan options exist for the taxpayer, who will now only
be attributed 12 or 24 months of the
future income with respect to his offer.
As can be seen, even in a very high
income fact pattern, under the current
Fresh Start regulations it is quite possible that a taxpayer can resolve his or
her tax debt, be it from dischargeable
income taxes or non-dischargeable inFigure F

come or other taxes (sales, 941 trust
fund, etc.). It is imperative in cases
with tax and bankruptcy debt to work
collaboratively among bankruptcy and
tax counsel to review the totality of the
insolvency picture and to evaluate the
tax opportunities which are present in
order to make a sound decision as to
which relief process should be used. If
both tax and bankruptcy relief are necessary, decisions as to the timing and
order in which the respective bankruptcy and OIC processes should be utilized
also can then be logically determined.
Finally, where state tax debt is an issue, each state has its own type of OIC
process that must be factored into the
equation, as many times the state taxes
can be as overwhelming as the IRS tax
debt and just as often they are not capable of being bankrupted.
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DISTRICT COURT OPENS HELP CENTER >

E

very new lawyer faces the daunting task of that first trip to an
unfamiliar courthouse. Those
just out of school or new to the area
can find navigating the hallways full
of offices, courtrooms, and service
providers difficult and confusing. Local rules and practices are not always
easy to discern. It can take months
and years to really learn the ins and
outs of the court system so that we
can properly meet our client’s legal
needs. As nerve-racking as that can be
for a lawyer, the task is monumentally
greater for those who cannot afford
legal representation. Not only do they
face having to find the right place to
be but they often do not have ready
access to the legal information and
resources they often desperately need.
Figuring out where to be, how to locate court forms, and how to comply
with court orders can be frustrating
and difficult when coupled with the
emotion and stress many people feel
when interacting with the court system. Johnson County lawyers do a
great job of volunteering time and donating money to various legal aid and
service agencies, but the demand has
far outpaced the supply. Court staff,
clerks, librarians, county employees,
and sheriff deputies all go the extra
mile in trying to make our courthouse
a welcoming public space but doing
so can be difficult when there is no
centralized location for information
and direction.
Financial realities place quality legal

representation out of reach for a small
but significant portion of the community. Recognizing the growing number of
unrepresented parties, and as part of the
Court’s continuing efforts to provide access to the services it offers, a new Help
Center has opened. The Help Center is
designed to meet the constitutional right
of all citizens, including those unable to
afford legal representation, of access to
our courts. It is not intended to replace
effective legal representation but to insure that unrepresented persons obtain
basic and necessary information about
the laws, rules, and procedures used in
court that affect their cases. At the Help
Center, parties will be able to find, fill out,
and file the necessary papers and forms in
one location.
At this time, the Help Center caters
primarily to persons who cannot afford
an attorney in family law cases. These
cases require significant court time
and resources. Making sure that courtapproved forms are filed correctly aids
not only the court but the parties and
lawyers who might be working with an
unrepresented opposing party. In 2013,
there were 620 new divorce, paternity,
and custody/support cases filed by parties without lawyers. A third of all divorce cases without children involve
unrepresented parties, as do one in five
divorces with children. In addition, there
are continuing requests after the initial
case is concluded that involve changes
in parenting time or in the amount
of child support or maintenance a
parties pays or receives. A large number

(L-R) Leland Cox, Hon. Keven O’Grady, Sandy McCurdy, Marilyn Harp,
Nancy Dixon, Chuck Andres, Hon. Christina Dunn Gyllenborg
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of these motions involve at least one
parent who is not represented by an
attorney. The Help Center has recently
expanded to provide information and
forms in landlord tenant disputes. In the
future, it is hoped to that multiple other
areas of law will be added, such as limited action cases, and guardianship and
conservatorship reports. The goal is to
provide forms and information in those
areas that see the highest number of
unrepresented parties.
The Help Center assists parties in
properly presenting their requests to
the court and counsel in a manner that
will assist the parties, judges, clerks, and
court administration in scheduling and
resolving disputes fairly and efficiently.
The Center provides court-approved
forms to help pro se litigants avoid paying hundreds of dollars for substandard
and unusable forms. Unrepresented litigants are advised of state and local court
rules that most of them are unaware exist. Computer terminals are available to
complete court forms including domestic relations affidavits and child support
worksheets, making responding to basic
information requests easier.
In a wonderful demonstration of
the commitment of Johnson County
lawyers to access to justice issues, the
Help Center received a generous grant
from the Johnson County Bar Foundation which allows Kansas Legal Services
staff attorneys to meet with qualifying
individuals on-site two days per week. In
addition, KLS matched the Foundation
grant. KLS attorneys operate a clinic on
Tuesdays and Fridays during regular
Help Center hours. Walk-ins are welcome
but appointments are preferred so that
they may be appropriately pre-screened.
Many people need more than just forms
and information. If they don’t qualify for
KLS assistance, Help Center staff will refer them to bar association referral services and limited scope programs.
The idea of a Help Center has been
around for years. The Law Library has
done an excellent job providing service
to unrepresented parties. This took the
librarians away from their primary work
and the library was not the ideal physical
location. Sandy McCurdy, Chief Court
Clerk, and her able deputies have also

HELP CENTER (Continued on page 17)
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been on the front lines of public service,
working with the thousands of people
coming through the courthouse in need
of some assistance. Early in 2014, Judge
Kevin Moriarty authorized work to begin on implementing a formal, dedicated Help Center in the courthouse. A
grant from the National Center for State
Courts helped make possible a fact-finding trip to New York to visit their access
to justice program. In March, Judge Keven O’Grady; Deputy Court Clerks Theresa Young, Melissa Mercer, and Kelly
Hayden; and JIMS representative Kathy
Coggins visited the New York Family
Court in Manhattan and in the Bronx
to see a fully-functioning Help Center
in action. The lessons learned there and
in many hours of research about similar
programs around the country all led to
the opening of a small Help Center with
three computer terminals on the second
floor of the Johnson County courthouse
on May 1, 2014.
It quickly became apparent that the
small space would not be suitable. In
May, 116 people visited the Help Center.
By October, that number had ballooned
to over 330. With the assistance of the
county facilities department, Judge Moriarty was able to arrange for the conversion of the former sheriff’s offices on the
first floor into the Help Center. County
staff helped to scrounge desks, while
JIMS located surplus phones and computers. The clerk’s office repurposed and
purchased copiers and other equipment.
Through cooperation and a commitment
to serving the public, the Help Center
was born on a shoe string budget. On
October 1, 2014, the Help Center opened
it’s new, expanded, and more permanent
location on the first floor of the courthouse. An open house was held on November 5 that was well-attended by the
public, the local legal community, and
several members of the Johnson County
District Court, the Kansas Court of Appeals, and the Kansas Supreme Court.
The Help Center has a great physical space but it would be nothing without the people working there every day.
Budget realities made hiring new people
impossible. Ms. McCurdy authorized the
relocation of several court clerks to the
Help Center. These dedicated women assist unrepresented litigants when they
are not needed for immediate work with
patrons to process e-filing and perform
other clerk duties. These creative work

assignments make it possible for the
court clerk’s office to maintain its high
standards of efficiency and timeliness
while simultaneously providing a greatly-needed public service. The local bar’s
increased embrace of e-filing made this
possible in no small part. Theresa Young
is the on-site Help Center manager. She
is assisted ably by Sue Honn and Kate
Kessel, who have been in the Center
since May 1. Raquel Walters and Kelsey
Bliss also office in the Help Center and
provide assistance when needed. The
deputy clerks located on the second floor
take turns working from the reception
desk on seven-day shifts. By reallocating
resources, the public has access to better
and more effective customer service, all
in one location, and the courts are able
to operate more efficiently and with superior outcomes for everyone.
As the Help Center grows and evolves
there will be many opportunities for
members of the bar to help. The Center
plans to establish soon a Volunteer Attorney Project to provide indigent legal
assistance on more than just two days
per week. Other public outreach and educational programming is anticipated.
The Help Center also maintains a
robust on-line presence. Most of the

forms used in the Help Center are
available on line through the district
court website (http://courts.jocogov.
org/hc_selfhelp.aspx). You can follow
Help Center developments on twitter
(@JoCoCourtHelpCenter).
The Help Center is located on the
east side of the first floor of the courthouse (enter through the secured double
doors) and is open from 8:00 a.m. until
5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday when
the courthouse is open. Please visit the
Center to learn more.
The Help Center is an excellent example of how a group of individuals and
offices working together can achieve a
great community good. The Help Center
has been made possible only through
the collaborative efforts and support of
many people and organizations, including Chief Judge Kevin Moriarty and
all 23 judges, Chief Court Clerk Sandy
McCurdy and her deputy clerks, Tim
Mulcahy and Justice Information Management Systems, the Johnson County
Law Library, the Johnson County Government, the National Center for State
Courts, Kansas Legal Services, and the
Johnson County Bar Foundation, all of
whom deserve our immense gratitude.
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By Joe Colantuono, Colantuono Bjerg & Guinn, LLC

Nuns Fired from Volunteer Jobs

S

ister Michael Marie and Sister
Mary Cabrini are nuns in the Order of the Missionaries of the Sacred Heart. They have dedicated their
lives to helping the poor and serving
their Ohio community by volunteering for disaster relief with the Red
Cross and the local emergency services agency. They receive no worldly
income, no insurance, and no employee benefits. They wore rosaries,
crosses, and traditional habits to their
volunteer jobs.
Fired By The Red Cross
Sister Marie and Sister Cabrini
performed their unpaid jobs at the
Red Cross so well that they were recommended for promotions to unpaid
positions with more responsibility.
The local executive director of the Red
Cross denied the promotions and Sisters Marie and Cabrini filed an internal grievance. The executive director
responded by firing them.
Fired By Emergency Services Agency
Undeterred by their firing at the
Red Cross, Sisters Marie and Cabrini
continued their good works at the
emergency management agency —
the same agency where the executive director of the Red Cross sat on
the board of directors. The director
of the emergency services agency requested background checks for all
volunteers, and the nuns sent a letter agreeing to undergo background
checks. Their letter consenting to
background checks was critical of the
agency’s management, and stated that

the director could make better use of
their skills. The director responded by
firing them.
They noticed a trend.
Religion Discrimination Claims Filed
With EEOC
Sisters Marie and Cabrini filed religion discrimination claims with the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act which protects “employees.” They contended that they were
“employees” of both the Red Cross and
the emergency services agency, and
that the executive director of the Red
Cross and the director of emergency
services were biased against their
traditional Catholic faith. The nuns
requested that the EEOC issue Right
to Sue letters enabling them to take
the next step and file suit in court.
But the EEOC declined to issue Right
to Sue letters because the EEOC did
not have jurisdiction if the nuns were
not employees.
Religion Discrimination Claim In
Federal Court
After the EEOC declined to issue
Right to Sue letters, the nuns filed
suit in the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of Ohio praying for relief under Title VII for religion discrimination. The court dismissed the religion discrimination
claim on summary judgment because
Sisters Marie and Cabrini were not
“employees.” They were not employees
because they were not compensated,
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were not required to maintain specific schedules, and were not under the
control of either the Red Cross or the
county agency.
First Amendment Claim In
Federal Court
The suit also prayed for relief under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 based on the
violation of their Constitutionallyprotected right to free expression. The
court dismissed the First Amendment
claim against the Red Cross because
the Red Cross was not a “state actor”
despite its receipt of funds from governmental entities. The court found
that disaster relief is not exclusively
a governmental function and the Red
Cross’ receipt of public funds was not
sufficient to establish that its firing of
the nuns was “state action.”
The district court also rejected the
First Amendment claim against the
emergency services agency based on
the fact determination that there was
no evidence that the nuns’ religion
was considered by the director who
fired them. Sisters Marie and Cabrini
alleged that the director of the emergency services agency knew of their
religion because they wore crosses, rosaries, and habits to work. However,
he had known their religious affiliation for six years, he had been friendly
to them over those six years, and he
had not retaliated in the six years leading up to their dismissal.
No Mercy From The Sixth Circuit
Sisters Marie and Cabrini appealed
the dismissals to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. Sister Michael Marie and Sister Mary Cabrini
v. American Red Cross, Case No. 134052 (6th Cir. 2014). The court of
appeals affirmed the district court,
explaining that the nuns were not
employees for Title VII purposes and
that in order to prevail on their First
Amendment retaliation claims the
Sisters must establish that: “(1) they
engaged in constitutionally protected
conduct; (2) RCEMA and Bethel took
an adverse action against them that
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Firm, A Professional
would deter a person of ordinary firmCorporation, as an Asness from continuing to engage in that
sociate in the Transaction
conduct; and (3) the adverse action was
department, Prior to
motivated at least in part by their proLevy Craig, Jeffrey acted
tected conduct.” Citing Wurzelbacher
as a real estate transacv. Jones-Kelley, 675 F.3d 580, 583 (6th
tion manager on behalf
of a Fortune 100 Company.
Cir. 2012).

Specificity For
FLSA Complaints
On November 12, 2014, in Greg
Landers v. Quality Communications
Inc., the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit discussed the specificity
that is required in complaints filed under the Fair Labor Standards Act. The
Landers decision applied the Supreme
Court’s decisions in Bell Atlantic Corp.
v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007), and
Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009).
In Landers, the Ninth Circuit affirmed
the dismissal of a suit for overtime
wages. The ruling confirmed that, in
an FLSA complaint, the plaintiff must
recite facts identifying either 1) the
actual overtime hours worked and
the plaintiff’s hourly wage or 2) the
amount of overtime wages due. This
standard has already been adopted by
the First, Second, and Third Circuits.
Based on the U.S. Supreme Court’s rulings in Twombly and Iqbal, the conclusory allegations that merely recite the
statutory language are inadequate under the FLSA.

About the Author:

Joseph R. Colantuono is a member of
Colantuono Bjerg Guinn, LLC in Overland
Park, Kansas, where he practices in the
areas of business litigation, and Title VII,
ADA, ADEA, FMLA, wage/hour and noncompete claims. Joe received his juris
doctor from the University Nebraska College of Law, and he is a member of the
Ethics and Grievance Committee of the
Johnson County Bar Association.

Bauer graduated from the University of
Missouri School of Law, Kansas City, Mo.,
in 2011 and received his bachelors in History at the University of Missouri,
in 2006.
Bath & Edmonds, P.A.
announces the addition
of Mitch E. Biebighauser as an Associate of the
firm. Mitch graduated
from the University of
Missouri-Kansas City
School of Law cum laude
in June of 2014. During
law school, Mitch served in internship
and legal clerk roles in both the State
and Federal court systems. In 2012, he
worked in the Jackson County, Missouri
Public Defender’s office. He served in the
Violent Crimes Unit of the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Western District of
Missouri in 2013. Mitch has been with
Bath & Edmonds, as a law clerk since
June of 2013.
Mitch was a member of the UMKC
Law School Mock Trial team where he
competed in ten national competitions,
including the National Criminal Justice
Trial Competition, co-sponsored by the
Criminal Law Section of the ABA and The
John Marshall Law School. Mitch presented Trial Skills clinics as the Associate
Justice of Development for the UMKC
Board of Barristers. Upon graduation,
Mitch was honored with the Thomas E.
Deacy Trial Lawyer award. Mitch was also
inducted into The Order of the Barristers,
recognition reserved for third-year students who have demonstrated outstanding trial skills.
Mitch is a graduate of Minnesota State
University, where he majored in philosophy and legal studies. Mitch resides with
his wife, Kelsie, who is an educator in
the Excelsior Springs, Missouri school
district.
Bath & Edmonds, P.A. is pleased to
announce that Tom Bath and Robin
Fowler were selected by their peers for
inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America© 2015. Robin Fowler was selected
in White-Collar Criminal Defense and
Tom Bath was selected in White-Collar
Criminal Defense and Non- White-Collar
Criminal Defense.

McDowell Rice Smith & Buchanan PC,
announced that Amber Steinbeck and
Timothy A. Shultz have joined the Firm as
Shareholders.
Amber Steinbeck is a
member of both the Litigation & Dispute Resolution
Group and the Banking &
Financial Services Group
at McDowell Rice. Her
practice focuses on litigation matters involving all
types of financial services
claims, commercial and business disputes
and general business litigation matters. She
also handles complex insurance coverage
disputes and advises on a variety of labor
issues. Ms. Steinbeck obtained her J.D. with
honors in 1999 from Temple University
School of Law. She holds a B.S. degree from
Culver-Stockton College where she graduated summa cum laude and was Valedictorian.
Timothy A. Shultz is a
member of both the Banking & Financial Services
Group and the Litigation
& Dispute Resolution
Group. Mr. Shultz’ practice
includes business, banking, transactional law,
insurance and professional
liability defense litigation, lender liability,
financial institution bonds, professional
liability, UCC negotiable instruments law,
employment and civil rights law, and
general insurance defense and litigation.
Mr. Shultz has an extensive background in
advising companies regarding contracts,
various business transactions, corporate
governance and risk assessment, as well
as employee matters. Mr. Shultz received
his J.D. degree from Washburn University
School of Law in 1993. He holds a B.A.
degree from Washburn University.
Amy J. Luck has joined
the law firm of Fisher,
Patterson, Sayler &
Smith, L.L.P. as an associate attorney in the
firm’s Overland Park
office.
Ms. Luck received a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University
of Northern Iowa in 2002. She graduated
from the University of Iowa College of
Law in 2005. She has been in private practice in the Kansas City area since 2005.
Ms. Luck’s practice is focused on employment law and civil litigation. She is licensed to practice in Kansas and Missouri
and in the federal courts in Kansas and
the Western District of Missouri.
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On both a professional and personal level,
Mr. Obermeier is viewed with utmost
respect and affection by his peers and colThe Kansas City office of
leagues. We know that his work and serLewis, Rice & Fingersh,
vice to the legal community will continue
L.C. is pleased to announce for years to come.
Sheldon R. Singer has
joined the Firm as a mem- Mr. Obermeier earned a Bachelor of
ber and Kenneth C. Jones Science from the University of Kansas
has joined the firm “Of
and received his Juris Doctor degree at
Counsel” practicing in the
Washburn University School of Law. He
areas of bankruptcy and
is a member of the Kansas Bar Associacreditors’ rights and bank- tion, Kansas County & District Attorney
ing litigation. Mr. Jones
Association, Johnson County Bar Assoand Mr. Singer previously ciation, Washburn Law School Associawere partners of Singer,
tion and is active in the Johnson County
Jones & Lock, PA.
Feed the Need program.On behalf of the
Kansas CLE Commission, Todd Thompson,
These talented lawyers
Commission Chair, presented the award to
offer more than 30 years
Steve Obermeier at the October luncheon
of experience providing
of the Johnson County Bar Association.
quality customized legal services that meet Established in 2005 and presented anthe needs of lenders and businesses. Their nually by the Kansas Continuing Legal
practices are firmly focused on protecting
Education Commission, the Robert L.
the rights of creditors nationwide. They’ve Gernon Award for Outstanding Service
pursued clients’ claims before state and
to Continuing Legal Education in Kansas
federal courts and administrative agencies, recognizes those individuals or organizaand have successfully represented automo- tions that have demonstrated a unique
bile and commercial lenders, mortgage ser- commitment to legal education for lawyers
vicing companies, businesses and related
in Kansas and have provided outstanding
organizations.
service to continuing legal education.
“Ken and Sheldon each bring a unique set
of skills and their own deep knowledge of
bankruptcy and creditors’ rights law. Their
extensive experience in loan work-outs,
restructurings and foreclosures will be a
great resource for our clients,” said Kansas
City office Chairman Bill Carr. “We’re
thrilled to have them join the team.”
Steve Obermeier,
Olathe, Kansas, has been
selected by the Kansas
Continuing
Legal Education Commission as the recipient
of the 2014 Robert L.
Gernon Award.
Steve Obermeier has practiced law in
Olathe as an assistant district attorney
since 1985. Throughout his career he
has been involved in providing quality continuing legal education to the
legal profession throughout the state of
Kansas. In his nomination letter, Daniel
McCarroll, Director, Continuing Legal
Education for the University of Missouri
–Kansas City School of Law, states that,
“Mr. Obermeier consistently receives
outstanding ratings for his speaking presentations from seminar audiences. He
always exceeds expectations as a speaker
and author in that his presentations are
thorough, engaging and entertaining. He
is committed to not simply conveying
information, but serving the bar by providing education of the highest quality.”

The award is named for Kansas Supreme
Court Justice Robert L. Gernon (1943
- 2005), whose career included tireless
devotion to the training, education and
professionalism of attorneys in Kansas
and across the nation.

Mitch E. Biebighauser
Bath & Edmonds, P.A.
7944 Santa Fe Drive
Overland Park, KS 66204
(913) 652-9800; Fax: (913) 649-8494
mitch@bathandedmonds.com
Law School: UMKC
Yr. Graduated: 2014
Humaira A. Mirza
The Mirza Law Firm
5721 W. 84th Street
Overland Park, KS 66207
(913) 660-0661
humairaamirzalaw@gmail.com
Law School: Univ. of New Mexico
Yr. Graduated: 2010
Angela Gupta
U.S. District Court
500 State Avenue, Room 529
Kansas City, KS 66101
(913) 735-2308; Fax: (913) 735-2301
angeladgupta@gmail.com
Law School: Univ. of Pennsylvania
Yr. Graduated: 1991
Kyle D. Donnelly
Erickson Kernell Derusseau & Kleypas, LLC
8900 State Line Road, Suite 500
Leawood, KS 66206
(913) 549-4700; Fax: (913) 549-4646
kdd@kcpatentlaw.com
Law School: Washburn Law School
Yr. Graduated: 2012
Corey A. Rasmussen
Rasmussen Law
10955 Lowell Avenue, Suite 512
Overland Park, KS 66209
(913) 871-2188
corey@rasmussenlawkc.com
Law School: University of Tulsa
Yr. Graduated: 2007

Previous award recipients include: 2013
– Robert Collins, Wichita; 2012 – Cynthia
Grimes, Lenexa; 2011 - J. Nick Badgerow,
Overland Park; 2010 - Jack Scott McInteer, Wichita; 2009 - Mira Mdivani, Overland Park; 2008 - Sheila Reynolds, Topeka; Samantha L. Shepherd
Shepherd Elder Law Group, LLC
2007 - Hon. Robert J. Schmisseur, Pratt;
4901 W. 119th Street, Suite 204
2006 - Philip Bowman, Wichita
Overland Park, KS 66209
Sanders Warren & Russell LLP is
(913) 333-3533; Fax: (913) 333-3525
pleased to announce the addition of Joe
samantha@shepherdelderlaw.com
McGreevy as an Associate. Mr. McGreevy Law School: Boston College
received his J.D. from the University of
Yr. Graduated: 1994
Kansas School of Law in 2012, and his
B.A. in Psychology from the University of S. Denise LeBaron-Ramos
Kansas in 2009. He will focus his practice 2544 W. 47th Street
primarily in the areas of general civil litiga- Kansas City, KS 66103
tion and insurance defense.
(913) 956-7000; Fax: (913) 956-7001
abogadadenise@gmail.com
Law School: Washburn Law School
Yr. Graduated: 2013
Tiffany M. Wingo
Shepherd Elder Law Group, LLC
4901 W. 119th Street, Suite 204
Overland Park, KS 66209
(913) 333-3533; Fax: (913) 333-3525
tiffany@shepherdelderlaw.com
Law School: University of Kansas
Yr. Graduated: 1995
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BreAnne Hendricks
Boothe Law & Mediation, LLC
114 N. Cherry
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 890-4790; Fax: (913) 890-4794
breanne@boothelaw.com
Law School: Washburn Law School
Yr. Graduated: 2014
Irving J. Jacobs
The Jacobs Law Firm, LLC
5200 W. 94th Terrace, Suite 107
Prairie Village, KS 66207
(913) 549-3752; Fax: (913) 273-1423
irvingjoshuajacobs@gmail.com
Law School: Washburn Law School
Yr. Graduated: 2014
Krishnan C. Jayaram
Horn Aylward & Bandy, LLC
2600 Grand Boulevard, Suite 1100
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 421-0700; Fax: (816) 421-0899
cjayaram@hab-law.com
Law School: Northwestern School of Law
At Lewis & Clark College
Yr. Graduated: 1997
David Alig
Alig Law Firm
11115 Ash Street
Leawood, KS 66211
(913) 387-5522; Fax: (913) 387-5502
aliglaw@gmail.com
Law School: University of Tulsa
Yr. Graduated: 1978

Daniel P. Wheeler
Kirkland Woods & Martinsen PC
132 Westwoods Drive
Liberty, MO 64068
(816) 792-8300; Fax: (816) 792-3337
dwheeler@kwm-law.com
Law School: Univ. of Missouri/Columbia
Yr. Graduated: 1985

Christopher Kurtz
Douthit Frets Rouse Gentile &
Rhodes, LLC
5250 W. 116th Place, Suite 400
Leawood, KS 66211
(913) 387-1600; FAX: (913) 928-6739
ckurtz@dfrglaw.com
Law School: UMKC
Yr. Graduated: 2009

Membership Directory Changes
Heather R. Landon – Correct street address is
142 N. Cherry St., Olathe, KS 66061
Meagan Patterson – Correct email address is
meaganp@waldeckpatterson.com
Scott K. Martinsen – Correct email address is
smartinsen@kwm-law.com
Hon. Kevin Moriarty – Correct email address is
kimberly.caldwell@jocogov.org

Areas of Practice
Adoption Law – Add Nancy Ellen
Agricultural Law – Delete Nancy Ellen Fox
Business Law – Add George J. Schlagel
Estate Planning – Add George J. Schlagel, Forest W. Hanna
Real Estate Law – Add George J. Schlagel, Forest W. Hanna
Probate Law – Add George J. Schlagel
Probate Estate Administration – Add George J. Schlagel,
			
Forest W. Hanna
Trusts – Add George J. Schlagel
Trusts & Estates – Add George J. Schlagel
Wills – Add George J. Schlagel
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Marc A. Russell
Duggan, Shadwick, Doerr & Kurlbaum, P.C.
11040 Oakmont
Overland Park, KS 66210
(913) 498-3536; Fax: (913) 498-3538
mrussell@kc-dsdklaw.com

Dorothea K. Riley
Kutak Rock LLP
2300 Main Street, Suite 800
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 960-0090; Fax: (816) 960-0041
dotty.riley@kutakrock.com

George F. Bellemere, III • Heather A. Jones
Cindy A. McClannahan • James C. Tilden
Seigfreid Bingham, P.C.
2323 Grand Boulevard, Suite 1000
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 421-4460
www.sb-kc.com

James L. Bush
Bank of Kansas City
7500 College Boulevard, Suite 1450
Overland Park, KS 66210
(913) 401-4843
jbush@bankofkansascity.com

Greg L. Musil
Douthit Frets Rouse Gentile & Rhodes, LLC
5250 W. 116th Place, Suite 400
Leawood, KS 66211
(913) 647-7963; Fax: (913) 928-6739
gmusil@dfrglaw.com
Rod J. Hoffman
Martin, Pringle, Oliver, Wallace & Bauer, LLP
6900 College Boulevard, Suite 700
Overland Park, KS 66211
(913) 491-5500; Fax: (913) 491-3341
rhoffman@martinpringle.com
Jacob N. Smith
Law Office of Jacob N. Smith, LC
100 E. Park, Suite 207
Olathe, KS 66061
(913) 254-3539; Fax: (913) 440-0995
smith@smithlawkc.com
Karl G. Johnson
Law Office of Karl G. Johnson
6405 Metcalf Avenue, Suite 515
Overland Park, KS 66202
(913) 262-1886
karlgjohnson@sbcglobal.net
Frederick K. Starrett
Douthit Frets Rouse Gentile & Rhodes, LLC
5250 W. 116th Place, Suite 400
Leawood, KS 66211
(913) 387-1600; Fax: (913) 928-6739
fstarrett@dfrglaw.com
Alan R. Stetson
Assistant Director of Philanthropic
Gift Planning - Children’s Mercy
2401 Gillham Road
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 302-0100; Fax: (816) 302-9933
arstetson@cmh.edu
Richard W. Morefield, Jr.
Morefield Speicher Bachman LC
P.O. Box 26445
9393 W. 110th Street, Suite 500
Overland Park, KS 66225
(913) 839-2808; Fax: (913) 839-2807
r.morefield@msblawkc.com
James E. Martin
The Law Office of James E. Martin
10551 Barkley Street, Suite 507
Overland Park, KS 66212
(913) 385-0500; Fax: (913) 385-5535
jimmartin@lojemkc.com
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Timothy P. Orrick
Orrick & Erskine, LLP
10975 Grandview, Suite 175
Overland Park, KS 66210
(913) 888-1777; Fax: (913) 888-1794
timorrick@orricklawgroup.com
Jennifer L. Hagg
Copley Roth & Wilson, LLC
7500 College Boulevard, Suite 700
Overland Park, KS 66210
(913) 451-9500; Fax: (913) 451-9501
Jennifer@crwlawyers.com
Dennis Stanchik
12348 W. 107th Terrace
Overland Park, KS 66210
(913) 599-3990; Fax: (913) 599-3990
stanchiklaw@att.net
Laura A. Hederstedt
The Counts Law Firm, LLC
4200 Somerset Drive, Suite 200
Prairie Village, KS 66208
(816) 753-0900; Fax: (816) 581-4394
lhederstedt@countslaw.com
Gregory S. Davey
The Builders’ Association
720 Oak Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
(816) 531-4741; Fax: (816) 531-2971
gdavey@buildersassociation.com
Matthew C. Miller
Social Security Administration Office
6511 W. 138th Terrace, Suite 426
Overland Park, KS 66223
(816) 936-5770
matthew.c.miller@ssa.gov
Jonah W. Lock
The Sader Law Firm
2345 Grand Blvd., Suite 1925
Kansas City, MO 64108
(816) 561-1818; Fax: (816) 561-0818
jlock@saderlawfirm.com
Richard L. Berry
9250 Glenwood, Suite 110
Overland Park, KS 66212
(913) 341-7576; Fax: (913) 652-9045
rberrylawoffice@kc.surewest.net
Michael J. Fleming
Forbes Law Group
6900 College Boulevard, Suite 840
Overland Park, KS 66211
(913) 341-8600; Fax: (913) 341-8606
mfleming@forbeslawgroup.com

Acquisitions 4th Quarter 2014
Advisor’s guide to long-term care
Edited by R. David Watros and
Erik T. Reynolds
American Bar Association
KF 3826.N8 A73 2013
Business bankruptcy essentials
Stan Bernstein, Susan H Seabury and
Jack F Williams
American Bar Association.
Section of Business Law.
KF 1524 .B47 2009
Business torts and unfair competition
handbook
Mike Ferrill and Leslie Hyman, ed.
American Bar Association.
Section of Antitrust Law
KF 3195 .B88 2014
Debt collector’s handbook: collecting
debts, finding assets, enforcing judgments, and beating your creditors.
David J Cook,
American Bar Association. Solo, Small
Firm and General Practice Division
KF 1024 .C66 2014
Employment law:
2014 comprehensive guide
Jordan J. Ford, Jason M. Janoski,
Mark A., Kanaga and Jessica L. Skladzien
NBI, Inc.
CLE KFK 3319.A2 F67 2014
Family lawyer’s guide to bankruptcy:
forms, tips, and strategies
Shayna M. Steinfeld and Bruce R.Steinfeld
American Bar Association.
Section of Family Law
KF 1535.D58 S74 2014
Family lawyer’s guide to stock options
Lester Barenbaum, Walter Schubert, and
Robert D. Feder
American Bar Association.
Section of Family Law
KF 3496 .B37 2007
How to examine mental health
experts: a family lawyer’s handbook
of issues and strategies
John A. Zervopoulos
American Bar Association.
Section of Family Law
KF 8965 .Z474 2013
Lawyer’s business valuation
handbook: understanding financial
statements, appraisal reports, and
expert testimony.
Shannon P. Pratt and Alina V. Niculita
American Bar Association
KF 1416.P73 2010
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Litigating the nursing home case
James T. O’Reilly and
Katharine A. Van Tassel
American Bar Association. Tort Trial and
Insurance Practice Section.
KF 3826.N8 O74 2014
The Military advantage: the Military.
com guide to military and veterans
benefits
Terry Howell ; foreword by
Salvatore A. Giunta.
Naval Institute Press
KF 7745 .M55 2014
Missouri settling cases
MoBarCLE
KFM 8360.3 .M577 2014
Model jury instructions in criminal
antitrust cases.
American Bar Association.
Section of Antitrust Law.
KF1657.C7 M63 2009
Robert’s rules of order newly revised
Da Capo Press
REF. JF 515 .R692 2011
Robert’s rules of order: newly revised
in brief
Da Capo Press
REF. JF 515 .R65 2011
Settlement negotiation techniques
in family law: a guide to improved
tactics and resolution.
Gregg M. Herman
American Bar Association.
Section of Family Law
KF 535 .H47 2013
Tax consequences of contingent payment transactions
Jeffrey L. Kwall and Timothy G. Schally
Tax Management Inc.
Bloomberg BNA.
KF 6289.A1 T35 no. 566
Tax opinions and other tax advice-preparation, use and reliance
Joseph M. Erwin, Esq.
Tax Management Inc.
Bloomberg BNA.
KF 6289 .C86 204
Trial manual for defense attorneys in
juvenile delinquency cases
Randy Hertz, Martin Guggenheim and
Anthony G. Amsterdam
American Bar Association.
Section of Criminal Justice
KF 9810 .A94 2014
Troubleshooting real estate
transaction problems
Michael D. Fielding, James F. Freeman III,
Terence E. Leibold, James C. Neeld, and
Heather F. Shore.
NBI, Inc.
CLE KFK 659.A75 F54 2014

CLASSIFIED ADS
Office sharing available in historic
building in old town Lenexa with 6 attorneys. Conference room and all ameniOffice space available – Located in central ties. Up to four offices available. Business
Overland Park, close to highway connecsharing opportunity. Call Mike Hodges at
tions. Established law firm. Services avail(913) 284-6044.
able include – telephone, copier, scanner,
internet, reception services and conference Office space near Johnson County
room. Secretarial services negotiable. Drive Courthouse – Large, totally furnished,
up parking. Fun people, casual environ240 sq. ft. office available. Access to equipment. For further information call Ed Soltz, ment, reception, kitchen and conference
(913) 341-0303.
room. $500 per month. If interested, contact Clark Davis at (913) 764-6879.
Leawood Law Offices. Bright/modern
law offices on second floor of bank building Class A law office in downtown Olathe.
at 135th and Mission. One large attorney
Two large office spaces available – located
office available, as well as smaller office suit- across the street from the Johnson County
able for support staff if needed. SophistiCourthouse in the prestigious Park-Cherry
cated phone system, internet, high-speed
Building. Services available include telecopier/printer, lunchroom. Plenty of surphone, internet, copier/scanner/fax; two
face parking steps from front door. Can be
conference rooms; file space; full kitchen
totally turnkey situation if that is needed.
with eating area. Space for staff person, if
Contact Paul Snyder (913) 685-3900 or
needed. Call Kay Martin or Jadh Kerr for
psnyder@snyderlawfirmllc.com
more information at (913) 782-1000.

Office Space

Office Space in Corporate Woods –
Newly remodeled 11th floor law office suite
has two available corner offices (approximately 266 sq. ft. and 190 sq. ft.) in this
Class A building, each with large wraparound glass windows. Optional services
available include high-speed internet, WiFi, access to partitioned server, copier/scanner/fax, phone, reception, two conference
rooms, & kitchen. Contact Steve at (913)
627-9901, or steve@henrypractice.com
Westwood Office Space – Two-room suite
or single offices. Straight lease or full executive suite services including phone answering, voice mail, receptionist, secretarial
services, conference room, copier, kitchen,
free parking and paid utilities. Several
attorneys in the building. Centrally and
conveniently located just west of the Plaza
at 4800 Rainbow, Westwood, KS. Contact
Jeff Jones (913) 362-8990.
Leawood Office Space – Offices suites
available in new office building located in
the 135th Street and Roe, Leawood area.
All attorneys occupy the suite now with 4
offices available. Full service or al a carte.
Thirty minutes from Olathe Courthouse or
Jackson County KC. Easy access to I-435.
Property Law Firm (Michelle Burns and
Doug Patterson) and others you know call
this home. Wi-Fi, galley, parking, phone/
voicemail/DD, etc. included. E-libraries also
available. Contact Doug Patterson (913)
395-5105 or Doug@Propertylawfirm.com.
Law Office Available – across the street
from Johnson Co. Courthouse. Contact Bill
Coffee (913) 780-0800.
Office Space Available – Mission Forest
Office Bldg., 5505 Foxridge Drive, Mission,
KS. Great highway access to entire metro
area. Several suite options from 123sf $200 to 187sf - $375. Drive-up parking and
exterior Monument signage available. Contact Curry Real Estate Services, Jim Hogan
at (816) 414-5200.

Historic downtown Olathe office space
available - Reception, telephone, cable,
copier and internet services provided in
well established office. Call Brian Paden or
Lewanna Bell-Lloyd at (913) 782-5544 for
more information.
Office available for lease in an office
suite building near College Boulevard
and Nall in Leawood, Kansas. Receptionist, phone, internet, conference rooms and
more are all provided in base rent. Business
referrals possible. Contact Glen Beal at
gbeal@glenbeal.com or (913) 387-3180.

Attorney Services
HEAVY CASELOAD? OVERWORKED?
NEED TOP-NOTCH HELP MEETING A
DEADLINE?   Have an EXPERIENCED
ATTORNEY (20 yrs.), with superior writing
skills, successful track record, & excellent
work history (small and large firm); assist
you on a contract basis. Available to prepare MOTIONS to DISMISS, MOTIONS for
SUMMARY JUDGMENT, other motions,
trial court & appellate BRIEFS, PLEADINGS, memoranda, other documents;
also available to assist with RESEARCH,
DISCOVERY requests & responses. Quality
work; flexible. Experience includes litigation, wills/trusts, probate, debt collection,
bankruptcy, contracts, domestic. Paula
McMullen (913) 940-4521,
wordsmith25@juno.com.
Qualified Domestic Relations Orders
– Experienced attorney will assist you on a
flat fee basis with preparation and qualification of QDROs. Contact Frank Taylor at
(913) 782-2350.
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